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VIKING LONGSHIP TROPHY presented at the Wayfarer AGM Jan 13th 2001

This year I have received what must be one of the most unusual logs of recent
years from Paul Reinsch from Yorkshire who with his crew Anne Goudie sailed
W5809 northward.

This is a cruise not entirely for the pleasure of sailing but as a means of travelling to
climb.

From Scotland they crossed the Pentland Firth probably the most dangerous area in
the world in bad weather - in order to climb 'The Old Man of Hoy' a spectacular
pinnacle of rock rated "Hard Very Severe" in climbing terms - and then they re-
crossed the Firth under sail again to Scotland. The seas between the mainland and
Orkney must be indescribable if the weather deteriorates, a 10 knot tide, littered
with eddies reefs and overfails, and in fact the Admiralty 'Pilot' recommends that
ships should be battened down even in perfect conditions. If this was not enough
they experienced fog - the most dangerous hazard to the cruising boat and deadly
here.

There are some decriptive jewels:
One quote about navigation sticks in my mind "At first, the idea of crossing a 10
knot tidal stream in a boat with an average cruising speed of 4 knots seemed an
impossible task Gradually it dawned on me that if you point the boat straight across
and time it so that for half the voyage you were swept one way, then for the second
half of the voyage you were swept back, then with a bit of luck and careful
calculations you would end up at the correct place on the opposite side"
Another is a description of the offensive tactics of young Fulmars Petrel chicks on

cliff ledges when faced with a climber. I won't spoil it for you but it is on page 4

This is a worthy winner, the log well written, an adventurous cruise, the planning
excellent, and the photographs are spectacular. Congratulations to Paul and his
crew Anne!
The log will be available after the AGM and I recommend browsing through it during
supper - and the Photographs are extraordinary.

Frank Dye
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THE OLD MAN OF ROY



CLIMBING THE OLD MAN OF HOY

By Paul Reinsch

The Old Man of Hoy is a 1 50m. high sea stack sited off the west coast of the island of Hoy in

the Orkneys. Being a spectacular phenonoman of nature, the Old Man is visited by most of the small group

of intrepid travellers that reach Orkney.

For the rock-climber, the Old Man of Hoy, with the easiest route to the summit graded at

'Hard Very Severe' together with its remoteness and difficulty of access makes this a very desirable climb to

be achieved.

The Orkneys are separated from Scotland by a stretch of water known as the Pentland Firth,

Which has often been described as the most difficult and dangerous sea arouid the British Isles.

For the tide to rise and fall in the North sea, much of the water needed for this has to rush

backwards and forwards dtrough the Pentland Firtl causing tidal streams, in some parts, of up to 10 knots.

To cross the Pentland Firth in a small open sailing dinghy seemed to be another challenge and

to combine this with climbing the Old Man, would make a good expedition.

At first, the idea of crossing a 10 knot tidal stream in a boat with an average comfortable

cruising speed of 4 knots,seemed ani impossible task. Gradually it dawned on me that if you pointed the boat

straight across and timed it so that for half the voyage you were swept one way, then for the second half of

the voyage you were swept back, then with a bit of luck and careful calculations, you would end uo at the

correct place on the opposite side. Also by timing die voyage for when die tide turned, this would be slack

water, and in the hour either side of this the tidal streams would be much weaker.

The last week in July 2000 saw Anne Goudie and myself driving north, towing a 4.8m. long

'Wayfarer' sailing dinghy, W5809.

Tuesday 25 July found us examining the north coast of Scotland between Thurso and
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WAITING FOR THtE TIDE AT HARROW HARBOUR



Scrabster for a suitable place to launch the boat and also leave the van and trailer.

Harrow harbour stilted our needs, with room to park. a slipway into a sinall sheltered harbour

and approval from the local fishermen working fronm the harbour.

The afternoon was spent studying chart,, almanacs tide tables and most essential, the

Admiralty Tidal Stream Atlas for Orkney and Shetland islands. NP 209, With high pressure settled over

northern Scotland, the weather foiecast for the following day was light NE winds We were now on the

gentle neazp tides. but each day durine the followin2 week they would gradually become stronger. A decision

was made. 1300 hours the lollowing day. Wednesday 26 July was the Imlost advantages time to leave in an

attempt to sail across the Pentland Firth.

With a complete moiirning at our disposal. rigging and packing the boat was done at a leisurely

pace. Spare clothes, sleeping bags and food were packed in waterproof plastic harrels and dry-bags, then

every thing had to he lashed down inside the boat to be secure should a capsize occur Whilst packing 1 was

reminded of the paragraph in the 'North Coast of Scotland Pilot' the Admiralty sailing directions, written

mainly for large ships. The section on the lPentland Firth. advising orn tidal streams, eddies and races states

'All vessels should . therefore he thoroughly secured before enterirng Pentland Fiith, even in the calmest

weather'.

T'hioughout all our careful preparations, one thing had been woriying us all morning. The

distance from our chosen point of departure to the neaiest point on Orkneyv (antick Head, whete we would

enter the relatively sheltered waters of Scapa Flow, was onily nine miles, but most of the moiniig we could

not see Orkney as fog haniks drifted in and out.

At 13(0) hours, w*it the boat packed and read\ to leave, Xisability was down to lOm we

had little option the trip would have to he postponedI

Once the tidlal gate had been missed and having iruleti out sailing at nigilt we were now faIcci

with a 25 hour wait for the next suitable tide. The disapointrinent and frustration after being phsyhcled up for

a hig trip. theln eirig faced with a 25 hoiulr wait, did little fo r our- moral.
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ANNF GOUDIF STEERING PAST THE ISILANDS
OF! SWITHA AND FLO 1I iA ON ORKNEY
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Anne put on her running shoes and disappeared up the road, in a effort to burn of her pent up

energy. I felt that I should do the same. but Anne had returned and buryed her head in a book. before I got

round to putting thoughts into action.

Thlursday dawned a better day. From the high ground above the beach I brietly had a view,

with binoculars. of the Old Man on Hoy. But we were still hanging around. the tide not being perfect

until 1400. Anne felt that if we di d not make it to-day then we should have to make other plans.

Howvever by a quarter to two, we were encased and overheating in our dry suits. As we

hoisted sarii and cast off from the harbour wall, we were aware, that over the past half hour a fog bank had

been buikldlifc on the far side of the Fi-th.

I had placed the E. I. R.B. inrside rmy dry suit. This was ouI ultimate mrethod of notifying the

emergency services should we find ourselves in a situation that we were unable to cope with. It is a radio

that transmits a distress call, via satellites and gives the position usinog (G.P.S. It can be switched on manually

or automiatically by being iimersed in sea water and I dlid not want it switched on accidentaily in what

might be a routine capsize.

1 feel quite strongly that people fol lowing potentially hazardous journeys should he entirely

self sufficient and should make cotinigency planss to deal withi any foreseeable problems themnselves.

However we all have responsibilities to family, friends and each other anid it would he irrespoln ible not to

take advantage of the excellent mioderrn rescue services should a life or death situalion occur

We were on our way. A few short tacks out of Harrow harbour and beating into the force 3

NE wind just allowed us to lay our course for (Cantic Head.

In planning our time of departure, we had estimated traxeiling at 4 knots througi the water.

thus passing Cantick Head and entering Scapa Flow in just over two hours. Witl the cailm seas, after manis

day} of light wids and so no chop to slow us down,l the Wayfarer was easils maintaining this.

The fog hank we had seen earlier was nlow much closer: We entered it after only traveliinig a

mil andi vi n aiiitv was now onilv a few hulindred metres The decision was made to carry on and stee hig n
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conipass course was easy whilst beating.

Anne took over the helm. I tried to fix our position using G.S.. hut after trying for 20

minutes. 1 was unable to pick up enough satellites to give a position and as we had insufficient spare

batteries to keep the GPS. switched on continuousiy, I abandoned it. happy to rely on traditional

navigatiorn.

At 15.45 the fog started to clear. It was withi great satisfaction that the Cantick Head

lighthiouse loomed out of the fog. half a miile ahead and just where it should be, behind the forestay.

On rounding Cantick Head we beQaun to feel the strength of the tide as it swept the Wayfarer

into Cantick Sound and along the east coast of South Walls and towards the east coast of Hoy. This was the

half way point, as we plained to land at Moaness at the NE end of Hoy ten miies furthel- on. We inow had

crossed the Pentuland Fihth and were in the shelter of the smaller islands at the southelrn end of Scapa Flow.

At this point the wind (died, but the calm was short lived as anew wind camne ftrom the SE,

building up to a steady torce 3 and enabling the spinnaker to be hoisted.

Anne continued to steer past the islands of Switha. Flotta with its oil terminal and Fara on our

starboard side. To port we now passed the two Martello towers on either side of Longhope. the stretch of

water which separates South Walls from Hoy.

The tidal streamii was n ow against ui. but hy hugging the coast of Hoy, where the stream was

weaker and by making use of the eddies close to shore. the spinnaker drawing well, we continiued to make

good progress.

After passing RySa Sound and roundling Green Head and Scadi Head we were close under the

sandstone cliffs, where the Ordnance Survey map gives curious names like `Flossy Groups. White Breast,

Candle of the Sale and Nose of the Bring". These cliffs are the nestini sites t'or numerous Fulmar Petrels

and we were remilinded that we might have to suffer these birds on the Old N1,an of Hoy. The ahlost fully

grown chicks are still on their nests at this timie of the year and if approached, vomnmfit. witih accurate aim.

an oily, fish smelling substance, similar in looks to the toniatlo sauce that tinned sardines are packed in.



USING THE MAINSHEFT TO PULJL THE WAYFARER lP THF REACH
At MOANESS ON VHF ISLAND OF HOY ORKNEY



Once on ones clothing. the fishy smell is almost impossible to wash out. Annae, aware othdais fact, had

brought an old set of clothlinig to climb in. with the intention of throwiig them awa t afer the climb.

Eventually we could make out the pier at Mfoaness. On roundinge this we entered the sandy

Bay of Creekland and began to look for a suitable place to land. An old slipl)aly with a boathouse behind it

in the SW. side of the bay looked as though it might offer some shelter. so we beached the Wayfarer

alongside this. The time was now 19.30, the journey had taken five and a half hoirs for the twenty miles

from Harrow harbour.

Our next task wats to drag the boat above the high water mark. We had brought two large

cylindrical boat fendiers to use as rollers for this purpose, but the steep beach still proved too much for us.

However by attachling one end of the mainsheet to a hugc block of concrete on the shore and the other end

to a rope tied round the centre-board case. with the extra purchase of the mairishieet. we soon dragged the

wayfarer backwards well above the higlh water mark.

Antie now cookedi a welcome meai in the shelter of the hoat house whilst I set up the tent

cover over the boat. We were n(ow camped on the east coast of Hoy. whiist the Old Man of Hoy is situated

on the west coast, six nile.s away. We had dismissed landing on the west coast , which is mainly cliffs and

exposed to Atlantic gales and would offer little shelter should the weather deteriorate.

After a brief explore of the immediate surroundings. in the fog which had once again rolled

in, we turned in for the night. An uncomfortable night for me, as the new inflatable mattress, purchased inh

Thurso three das s ago had a large plTit dow n one of the seams and the pl y wo(d floor hoards in Way farer

give little cornfort to) hour hips.

Breakfiast on board. then laden t ith heas climibing sacs i followed Anne's determined pace

on dte six mile tiek across the island. The weather could be described as mizzle. that Scottish mixtuire of

rnist and drizzle, The thouchit of cITbhim l H on wet rock did little to bIoost our spirt . but uc had C )me this far

so we ouneht to at ie as ttake a look.

MVtlost o *u.t i and cags ir. i d ro afla and th.r gradull gr hi stature a,s



FROM C LOSE QUJARTERS THE 15Orn HIGH OLD MAN OF HOY IS DAUNTING



one approachies. giving one tim1e to get used to their size. Because of the mist. our first view of the Old Man

of Hoy was mind blowing. The path which we had been following over the moors suddenly ended at a cliff

edge. There in front of us. starting at sea level. a few hundred feet below our feet and disappearing inito the

mist above our heads. was this awesomae, tottering pinnacle of rock. The whole aspect was daunting.

whatever were we letting ourselves in for. My insides secemed to have turined to jelly.

G:etting ourselves under control, the immediate problem was to find a way down the cliffs.

The climbing guide book uas of little help, but a a search revealed the makings of a steep path winding its

way to the bottomr.

This path gave the opportunits to examine the route that we wouid he taking on the climb.

Soon we were balancinig on the narrow neck of rubble that connects the Old Man to the island of Hoy. Even

at close quarters the Old Man was just as daunting. Our minds were in a confusing whirr, excited at the

prospect of the climb ahead. glad that we were finally here. yet wishing that we were somewhere else a

hundred miies away in a safer environment. We put on harnesses a-nd uncoiled rfopes automatically, as we

both had done at the start of a thousanid ciimbs before, It was in the back of my mind , that I might suggest

that I led some of the easier pitches, but I now decided to keep quiet and hope that Anne would not come up

with the same suggestion.

Anne lead off up the first pitch and was soon calling for me to follow. This pitch was a good

introduction to the cliilb being relatively easy and no where steeper than vertical. The rock. though dry.

proved alarming. being a *er- soft sandstone. so one f-elt that one couid easily bieak off hand holds and it

had the diisturbing quality of disintegrating into ball bearings under ones fingers and feet.

The second pitch. being the crux pitch of the climb was of a much more serious nature. Anne

started on the delicate descending traverse, scorming use of the fixed rope as suggested in the guide book, I

watched apprehensively as she entered the corner crack and surmiounted the first overhianig. She then

disappeared frorim view. The occasional comment that caune floating down, gave me the impression that

things evie noi tas> But gradually i w .s pay ing out more and more rope. f was now finidiig it (difficult to
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distinguish Anne's words above the calls of hundreds of sea birds that were circling the cliffs and bobbing

about on the sea. Whien it was my tum to climb. 1 was grateful to two people in kayaks who had stopped for

lunch at the foot of the cliffs and who were able to relay our messages.

Above the first overhang I could see what was going to be the real crx. This was a much

larger overhang spht by a chimnev. a arzick wide cnough to get one body inside. The only way that I could

make progress was by jamming niv back against one wall of the chimnc and feet. hands and knees against

the othe r wall. The further I -muoed out, the more precarious I felt. Now l was faciing the wrong way. I

seemed to he almost on the point of slipping out into the vast void below me. Above the overhiang the

chiminey narrowed to a crack of hand width, which continied. slightly overhangitig into the far distance.

This was hard, I could only feel admiration for Anne in leading, this. She had been able to protect herself,

froimi a fall, by clipping hel rope into .1 number of woodeni wedges thai had thalt hatl been hammered irito the

crack by previous climbers, but there was still nowhere to rest. Gradually the angle eased and ledges

appeared to the right. These ledges were inot entirely welcome, as they were occupied by Fuilmier chicks,

who started their retching as soon as I came within range. Fortunately for me, all the ammitiunitioni seemed to

have been spent oni Anrie.

The belay ledge had to he shared xith another unsociable fuiliei and Anne w-as eager to be

away up the next pitch. This pitch was somewhiat easier thani the seconid pitch but still serious enough for

one not to relax one's concentration.

The final pitch is a huge, with good holds and as i brideed up this with (I foot on either wiall I

was remninded of Cenotaph Corner. a famnous cihilb in the lianberis pass in Wales. Just as I had started to

relax with thle thought of success. i was stunned to notice thalt the crack in the back of the corner wenlt right

through to daylight on the other side of the slack. 'this pinnacle of rock is not very thick and I was reminded

that it is not goilng to stand upright for ever.

I passed Anne wedged just before the top of the coriner, as she had not been able to fiid

anything solid on top to tie on to. but she quickly joined me on top now. We were elated, We had donie it
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The climb h had taken three houirs. We spent a little time taking photos whilst shanng the summit with a roup

of Puffins. then the serious business of abseiling off had to be done. This we did in three pitches. being

fastidious in checking the collectioni of old rope sling that had been left by previous climibers and to whlich

we were now going to rely on and checking that we could pull our own r ope down after us, so thlat by the

time we reached the hottonm, another two hours had passed.

That night we celebrated over a couple of beers in the small pub in Moarness, vhilst being

ente-tained by a local folk group- We had with us the Tfidal Atlas to plan ourI return voyage. The tides were

now getting bigger Each tide now being stronger than the previous one, so the sooner we re-crossed the

Pentland Firth the better.

We set sail at Ol7.45 the followingg morning withi a mere forcc wind. At first we ma(de

progress. then the wind gradually died to nothing unitil we finally used the oars to keep us in the main tidal

streanm. Thele was now no chance of catching the tidal gate to cross the Pentlanid Firth. A loo stop was made

on the over grazed uninhabited islanid of Rysa Little. We then continued rowing and drifting until it was

possible to enter the small inlet of Kirk Hope which is just before Cantick Head and suitably placed for a

dash across the Pentland Firth. After some hlesitationi we finally landed otn a white sandy beach at the hlead

of the inlet where a fisherman was painting his boat antd a fork lift truck was loading boxes brought from the

fish cages in the inlet, o1to a wagon.

More studying of the Tidal Atlas showed that if we left at five o'clock thatt aIternion. we

could cross the Pentlanid Firtlh on th next slack water. After an early tea we had enoughi wind to ail out of

Kirk Hope. As ue rounded Cantick Head the spinmaker was hoisted, but immediately the wind once again

died. At this time. if we were to take mlore than two hours to cross the Pentland Fiithl the east going tidal

stream) would be increasing to such an extent that WAe * ould he smept towards til. idill race known as the

Menr Men ot Me!. This would not be a. good idea. So after a shop discussion w e turned the b oat rouind and

healded back to spend the night on the beach at Kirk Hope.

Sunda.y nior-ning we should have been able to have a hle in ;is we did not his e to leasve until



CAMPING IN THE BAY OF CREEKLAND, MOANESS ON THE ISI F OF HOY
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10.30. But at 07.30 the fork lift truck started loading fish tanks onto a boat on the beach alongside of us,

making a terrible amount of noise.

When we finally left, once again their was no wind, so we had no option than to row the full

length of Kirk Hope until the tide took hold of us and swept us out into the Pentland Firth. Anne wondered

if we were being a little reckless but I felt sure that a wind would start before too long. Also at this time, we

would be carried westwards away from the tidal races that had concemed us the night before. If we rowed

the whole nine miles across, we should not find much difficulty in finding somewhere to land. Anne was not

entirely convinced, so it was with some relief when I stated that the black line on the horizon, to the west,

was wind and it would be with us shortly only to find my prediction come true.

The wind of course was light, but from a favourable direction, so once again enabling us to

use the spinnaker. We were now falling behind schedule and the west going stream was gaining strength, we

pointed the boat more and more east to counteract this. but we were still being pushed west. It was

beginning to look as if we were going to end up on the wrong side of Dunnett Head. The only thing to do

was to row to help the sails. Gradually we crept closer to the coast and fortunately on the correct side of

Dunnett Head. As we neared the coast we were getting out of the full strength of the tidal stream and at last

we started moving east. The wind once again died anld the swinging boom with its attendant mainsheet was

annoying us, so we took down the sails and continued with both of us rowing. The boat had been pushed

about four miles to the west, so we had the choice of landing here, then going to fetch the van and trailer, or

to continue rowing the four miles to Harrow harbour. We opted for the latter and other than landing for a loo

stop and to take off a few layers of clothing, we continued rowing, with a few mutterings about blisters all

the way into Harrow harbour.

We had gained two big ticks. ticked off crossing the Pentland Firth in a Wayfarer dinghy and

ticked off climbing the Old Man of Hoy. We had had a wonderful trip.

All that we had to do now, was to load the Wayfarer onto its trailer. then find a campsite with

a good hot shower.
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